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this also makes me wonder if the pedal buttons need some tweaking, as they do in many other synthesizer interfaces. i find it hard to get the best clarity from the buttons as there isnt enough
resistance to them, which makes the upper octave pedals seem particularly light and somewhat slippery. some hammonds have a lot of resistance, so it may be that the b-3x is designed to be played
with a footswitch, which is something i dont like as it doesnt allow for a quick and precise play of the different pedals, and i also like to be able to change presets without having to get up to change the
keyboard. with these issues, the b-3x is a good first hammond organ and a great demo of the technology id be willing to pay for, although i still like the xk5 better. if youre a true hammond fan, the
b-3x is a very authentic recreation of the classic hammond. like the xk5, it wont be cheap, but id be willing to pay for the flexibility it offers and the ability to switch between different leslie settings for
a more authentic experience. having waited sometime for an authentic virtual hammond, the hammond b-3x certainly delivers in all the ways id want it to. the sound of the b-3x is full and open with
the upper tonewheels singing through, and enough depth on the pedals to fill-out the low-end of the mix and, to my ears at least, it sounds authentically hammond with all the clicks, growls, and grit
youd expect to hear. indeed, by comparison to hammonds own xk5, which costs over 3,000, the b-3x stands up well, although youll miss out on the physicality of a real instrument and some of the
more advanced modelling aspects like the multi-contact keyboard.
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Another difficult challenge in producing this instrument was preserving the sound of the original units. A lot of times a plug-in can be made to sound like the hardware, but it cannot truly replicate the
character of the source material. As such, some of the hardest decisions we made were ones we would not have made had we known how the problem would be encountered: how to preserve the

frequency response of the original instrument and to find ways to filter the sound in a way that is not abusive of the original unit, yet restores the richness of the original tone. In this regard, we were
fortunate in having the Hammonds feedback and room reports for the various units. The company went to great lengths to leave the units as they were when they were newly outfitted for their owners.
In fact, they kept the original dials on the units, even when they were installed in a different tonewheel. Without a doubt, the most challenging design decision was a question of scale. The Hammonds

original console used in the recording was roughly the size of a large refrigerator. It took over a week to track the vibrato down to each and every travel of the drawbar. Similarly, each of the 24
drawbars had to be individually calibrated before they were correctly rolled to the correct level and width. The Hammonds expressive nature is largely due to its huge, spinning drawbars, which apply
both pitch and vibrato. Each drawbar was also designed to make contact with a leather pad located near the keybed to increase the instrument’s resonance. To this end, we measured, patched and

calibrated the drawbars of each unit before they were installed into the instrument. Each pad was fitted to the drawbars, and the instrument was then sent to the factory for the finish assembly.
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